Who Is Kyle Rittenhouse?
by Noel Joshua Hadley
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REMEMBER this kid….? The name is Kyle Rittenhouse. Even with the
mask on you should be able to recognize him.
If you were alive and even somewhat coherent during the Covid psyop,
then you’ve at least heard of him. It was during the sweltering summer of
2020 that Rittenhouse gunned down 3 protestors in the streets of
Kenosha, and I kept my mouth shut about it. At the time, conservatives
everywhere were making a case for the boy, including an overwhelming
number of keyboard warriors, despite the painfully obvious fact that it
was another staged performance perpetrated by the Intel community and
backed by the Media.
Hopefully by now you have had time to think it over and contended with
the fact that 2020 was on big fat obelisk-sized psyop. If every news
network is pushing the dribble, then you can be certain its part of the script.
The purpose of the Kenosha unrest incident was psychodrama, as usual.
But on this outing the Intel community was taking a scoopful of black
ants, and another scoopful of red ants, putting them together into one jar,
and then giving them a real good shake. The aftermath was successful in
so much that liberals looted cities while conservatives sat around in
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rocking chairs stroking their guns, awaiting their very own Kenosha
escapade. No, Kyle Rittenhouse was not a hero. He may have been playing
the part of a hero, but that’s all an actor can hope to ever achieve, playing
something well.

The story we are given is that Jacob Blake, a black man, was shot four
times in the back by a Kenosha city police officer after he opened the
door to his SUV, while leaning into the vehicle. The video footage we are
given is crappy, but it’s perfectly positioned, and in both cases,
is intended to be so. Am I saying that Blake’s shooting was a hoax? No.
Police officers will gladly gun down a black man. His August 23 shooting
fell in the heels of the George Floyd-Derek Chauvin incident on May
25, and that one was a hoax. If you were alive and somewhat coherent in
the summer of 2020, then you will recall it resulted in worldwide protests
and a fake media-sponsored anarchist revolution in Seattle.
The shooting of Jacob Blake was followed by busloads of Black Lives
Matter thugs for hire, a painfully obvious CIA operation, whereas our
Slave Masters once again pimp out black people to rally other plantation
slaves in favor of their hustlers, and every Corporation is in on it.
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Bring in Kyle Rittenhouse, a 17-year-old male from Antioch, Illinois. On
August 25, only two days after Blake’s shooting, Rittenhouse shot and
killed 2 protestors and wounded another during multiple confrontations
at two locations while armed with an AR-15 style rifle. He was charged
with first-degree homicide. Conservatives cried foul, claiming selfdefense, while their detractors continually asked the question as to why a
teenage kid and supporter of Blue Lives Matter drove in from out of
town to show up at a Black Lives Matter protest in the first place. The
psyop is set up that way.
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The numbers are all over this one, by the way. The event happened on
8/25/21. What happens when we add up 8+25+21? We receive the sum
of 54. And 54 equals Jesuit. There is your unmasking. The Jesuits are all
over this operation like gravy on biscuits, and they like to leave their
signature. The Joos are too. After all, the very name Rittenhouse is a
Jooish one.

The Rittenhouse family goes way back, having a long influential history in
America. David Rittenhouse was the first director of the United
States Mint, and that was just one of his many contributions. His
Wikipedia bio page describes him as “an American astronomer, inventor,
clock maker, mathematician, surveyor, scientific instrument craftsman,
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public official,” and “a member of the American Philosophical
Society,” wherein he served as its secretary. This guy was a mouthful.

How does a non-educated 13-year-old master Isaac Newton’s laws of
motion and gravity, exactly? His family is accredited. Master. They used
the word, not me. It’s an interesting choice of phrasing, wouldn’t you
agree? The Wikipedia is passing notes in class again, telling us that David
Rittenhouse rose through the degrees with stunning precision.

The Wikipedia furthermore claims that “Astronomers who had been
studying the planet Venus chose Rittenhouse to study the transit path
of Venus in 1769 and its atmosphere.” Mm-hmm, Rittenhouse
was chosen to study the ethereal realm and the path of its divine
inhabitants, no doubt in the name of the Copernican Revolution, but
that’s probably none of my business. The Wiki then adds: “Rittenhouse
was the perfect person to study the mysterious planet.” What the hell is that
supposed to mean? I’ll let you decide.

He then went on in 1781 to become the first American to sight Uranus,
but perhaps not the first Joo. After Master Mason Benjamin Franklin’s
death in 1790, Rittenhouse was then chosen to become vice president and
finally president of the society until 1796. The takeaway here is that David
Rittenhouse, and therefore select members of the Rittenhouse family,
were in the know.
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Before you tell me, Kyle Rittenhouse’s Jewry is just a coincidence, do a web
search on all 3 of his victims. The first is 36-year-old Kenosha
resident Joseph Rosenbaum, the man who was photographed keeled
over in the street, only several feet away from Rittenhouse. The second is
26-year-old Silver Lake resident Anthony Huber. The third is 26-year-old
West Allis resident Gaige Grosskreutz. Though Grosskreutz survived,
both Rosenbaum and Huber were killed—or so we’re told.
I checked. Rosenbaum. Huber. Grosskreutz. They’re all Ashkenazi Jews.
That’s quite a coincidence. Since when do Jews gun down other Jews in
cold blood? Apparently, they do in the streets of Kenosha. The Jewish
owned Media is more inclined to believe that you won’t notice. But I’ve
noticed, and it’s a deal breaker. I wouldn’t be in the least surprised if they
knew each other. All four of them.
3 equals 56, by the way. It’s another important number which directs us
away from the Joos and back to the Jesuits. For 56, you see, amounts to
Society of Jesus. Is it any coincidence that the Jesuit logo for the general
Curia has 56 sun rays on it? No. But then there are other places where
the Jesuits leave behind their breadcrumb trails. The number of men who
signed the Declaration of Independence in 1776 was 56. Afterwards, the
Declaration’s most celebrated signer, John Hancock, died at 56. More
recently, California Governor Gavin Newsom said at the beginning of
the planned-demic that 56 percent of Californians would be infected with
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Corona in as little as 8 weeks. But then even the name Gavin Newsom
equals 56. In more coded language, Donald Trump has stated that he
made 56 flight rallies during his last campaign. And of course, Jeff Bezos
went to space in a penis rocket precisely 56-weeks after The Economist
compared him to Dr. Evil. By the way, July 20th is the 201st day of the
year. Another big number for Jesuit operations.
But then look at all the other 56ers within the Media. King James Bible.
Coronavirus. Covid Vaccine. Climate Change. Anthony Fauci.
Royal Family. Power Outage. Natural Disaster. Last but certainly not
least, recall the toilet paper shortage at the beginning of Covid and then
know that toilet paper equals 56.

Rittenhouse’s lawyer Mark Richards has no Wiki page. A little surprising
given the Media coverage of the trial. He came on only after John Pierce
played the part of his first lawyer, John Pierce, helping Rittenhouse to
raise money for his case. What I was able to dig up on Pierce are the
Proud Boys and the Oath Keepers militia among his clients. The Jesuits
were running this dog and pony show from the very beginning, and whild
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Pierce holds my suspicions, Richards is undoubtedly one of them. See for
yourself.

In both cyphers, Mark Richards directs us to The Jesuit Order.

The judge of the Kenosha County Circuit Court presiding over Kyle
Rittenhouse’s case was Bruce Schroeder. His bio has him educated at
Marquette University, a Jesuit institution. He graduated in 1967,
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precisely 54 years before the verdict. That’s no small coincidence.
Rittenhouse was his Magnum Opus case. Recall how 54 equals Jesuit and
you will once again have a clear understanding of the people we’re dealing
with.

Even the name Bruce Schroeder equals Jesuit Order in simple English
Gematria. If you’re keeping count, we’ve just planted three flags into this
guy. But then look how he matches up with the boy.

What I’m still trying to figure out is if Kyle Rittenhouse is an invented
name. I do believe he is a Rittenhouse, or rather, that he has been revealed
to be a Rittenhouse, but whether Kyle is a Rittenhouse or simply playing
one matters little. He has been attached to the Rittenhouse family for a
purpose. I did a little more digging, you see, and came to learn that the
Kenosha shooting wasn’t his first gig. Agent Rittenhouse has played
another part in an entirely different movie.
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Discovering his other role as Noah Pozner came on a tip. Pozner was
gunned down on December 14, 2012, at the Sandy Hook Elementary
School in Newtown, Connecticut as one of the 26 victims. One of my
readers had suggested that I dip back into the Sandy Hook psyop and seek
a Kyle Rittenberg connection among the dead. It only took a couple of
minutes. The ghost of Pozner immediately screamed back at me. That’s
even before I realized that Pozner was Jewish. Do your own image search
and you’ll find his funeral swarming with kippahs.

And now look at the boy Noah Pozner sitting next to the teenage Kyle
Rittenberg. They look identical. In fact, they very well may be one and the
same person. I’m not saying they are the same person, and in fact that’s
for you to decide. Rittenberg was born in 2003, whereas Pozner was born
in 2006, making him 6 on the day of the incident. You will tell me close
but no cigar, and if so, then you are wrong about that. The photos of
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Sandy Hook victims were already 2 or 3 years old when the Media used
them for the 2012 psyop. It’s one of the ways in which Intel was capable
of blending the children into society unseen. Those children wouldn’t
have even known they’d been offed in Connecticut. They may not have
even remembered the rather uneventful photos shoots they’d taken part
of over the years with Cousin Bernie or Uncle Bert. Would Rittenberg
even know? No, I don’t suspect he would.

There’s not a lot of photos depicting Pozner at our disposal. Nabbing the
same angle with Rittenberg wasn’t easy to do. A second comparison still
finds uncanny resemblances between the teenager and the boy though. At
least now we’re beginning to find out what happened to the 26. They’re
being groomed for other purposes. We may see some of them cast into
acting roles for upcoming Media hoaxes but do remember that none of
the victims were actors to begin with. They were simply children posing
for photographs.
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